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Mac OS X System AdministrationMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Build and manage a powerful network on Mac OS X Server


	Boost productivity and foster collaboration using the powerful networking tools available in Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server. With clear, detailed explanations and step-by-step instructions, Mac OS X System Administration shows you how to plan, construct, and manage a...
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Complex and Revision Shoulder Arthroplasty: An Evidence-Based Approach to Evaluation and ManagementSpringer, 2019

	This practical text presents the most up-to-date information on the evaluation and management of all aspects of complex and revision shoulder arthroplasty, divided into three thematic section. Chapters in part I focus on the diagnosis and management of complex primary shoulder arthroplasty, including evaluation of humeral and glenoid bone...
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Transport and Town Planning: The City in Search of Sustainable Development (Science, Society and New Technoogies)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		In a context where climate change urgently requires us to alter our paradigms, this book explores the possibilities of cities that are both more energy efficient and more respectful of the environment.

		

		Based on the observation that urban planning has been detrimentally affected by the compartmentalization of...
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Understanding SOA with Web Services (Independent Technology Guides)Addison Wesley, 2004
The definitive guide to using Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Web services technologies to simplify IT infrastructure and improve business agility. Renowned experts Eric Newcomer and Greg Lomow offer practical strategies and proven best practices for every facet of SOA planning and implementation. Newcomer and Lomow pick...
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Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) Compass: Business Value, Planning, and Enterprise Roadmap (Developerworks)IBM Press, 2005
Maximize the business value and flexibility of your SOA deployment
In this book, IBM Enterprise Integration Team experts present a start-to-finish guide to planning, implementing, and managing Service-Oriented Architecture. Drawing on their extensive experience helping enterprise customers migrate to SOA,...
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TCP/IP Professional Reference GuideAuerbach Publications, 2000
The TCP/IP suite has evolved from an academic networking tool to the driving force behind the Internet, intranets, and extranets. Advances in networking and communications software based upon the TCP/IP protocol suite has opened a new range of technologies that have the potential to considerably effect our lives.  A comprehensive reference, TCP/IP...
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GIS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
GIS (geographic information system) is a totally cool technology that has been called “geography on steroids.” GIS is what lets you see the schools in your neighborhood or tells you where the nearest McDonald’s is. GIS For Dummies tells you all about mapping terminology and digital mapping, how to locate geographic...
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Mobile Broadcasting with WiMAX: Principles, Technology, and ApplicationsFocal Press, 2008


	This book is exclusively dedicated to WiMAX. The focus of the book is

	on the applications of WiMAX networks, with delivery of multimedia

	content to wireless and mobile devices being the area of greatest attention.

	WiMAX has crossed a number of major milestones in the recent

	past. These include setting standards, adopting...
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Theory and Practice of Algorithms in (Computer) Systems: First International ICST Conference, TAPAS 2011, Rome, ItalySpringer, 2011


	This volume contains the 25 papers presented at the First International ICST

	Conference on Theory and Practice of Algorithms in (Computer) Systems

	(TAPAS 2011), held in Rome during April 18-20 2011, including three papers

	by the distinguished invited speakers Shay Kutten, Kirk Pruhs and Paolo Santi.





	In light of...
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First Look Microsoft Office 2003Microsoft Press, 2003

	What’s inside the newest Microsoft Office System? How can your business put its new capabilities to work right away? With First Look Microsoft Office 2003, you get exclusive, advance insights and straight talk from a well-known author and columnist who works closely with the Microsoft Office team. Get the edge on understanding...
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Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2003
Get your mission-critical systems up and running quickly—and maximize your organization’s productivity—with the essential guide to installing, configuring, and managing the Windows Server 2003 family. This comprehensive administrator’s reference details operating system features and capabilities and provides...
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Bike Repair & Maintenance For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Welcome to Bike Repair & Maintenance For Dummies, where the often confusing and complex world of caring for your bike just got a whole lot easier. We’ve written this book to tell you not only what your bike needs  to stay in great condition but also how to take care of the repair and maintenanceyourself. It doesn’t matter...
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